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Abstract---Unemployment as growing threat, every year more youth are entering into the competition world for jobs and better life. But constant population growth, improper skills set deceases the chances of employment in youth not only economy of state affects but also social and harmony of society affects.
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Introduction

Making jobs for youngsters is there a major challenge around the globe, however This is moreover exaggerated by the money crisis that are going on in the whole world that also hit this area. This research paper illustrates the introspected profile of employment of youth and the state in India, The most populous countries with the youngsters. Impoverishment and low levels of human capital are some of the major barriers which are faced by a number of Indians who are in their young ages. in many urban and remote areas young boys do casual jobs where is their female counterparts preferred to be a freelancer. What considerable percentage of young woman tend to be employed themselves in agriculture vial the male members of the population are more bending towards the non-farm sector. Young men are mostly doing their jobs in the service or the tertiary sector. Social conditions play and imperative rule among the young women, as an example, Labor pool participation He’s frequently seen among the women who belonged to regular tribes and castes and also from the different backward classes specifically in the remote and rural areas. In turn to these challenges there should be policies to address the Rareness of productive employment chances for youth in urban as well as in rural areas. Inevitable that the skill development is really crucial and policies relating to develop these skills should be supported by
a number of programs that concentrate on the unemployed and disguised employed youth.

The lack of skills work expertise and the money resources to search out employment other major reason that way unemployment is increasing day by day. In the undeveloped countries this example is supported by impoverishment and pressure on the youngsters which makes them competitive, that is due to rapidly surging labor pool. Furthermore, the active marketplace policies and the social protection schemes are inadequate which means the youngsters in such nations how very less back up beside their friends and family. In the whole world, there are a lot of possibilities that youngsters are unemployed or used one of number of contracts within the informal sector. This thing is relevant all over the world and even throughout the sensible economic times. During a whole recession. The young people find it severely difficult to get employed as a replacement in the marketplace.

According to ILO's International trends, reports on youth in the year 2012, almost around 75 million youngsters are facing the issue of unemployment across the whole world which depicts a surge of more than 4 million since the year 2007. These problems arise in the state of India which has one of the most significant young populations around the globe with almost around 66% of overall population under the age of 35. According to the 2010 population figures, 20% of the youngsters in the world is linked with the Indians. However, Government Regimes are involved in raising the levels of mute state and unemployment due to not directing economic premises but also because of the social impact of lack of jobs as promoted by crime, psychological state issues, violence, drug taking and social exclusion.

Relevance

This project aims to identify why the jobless youth is high in India, how unemployment give raise to various obstacles like economic deflation, high mortality rate in youth due to suicides, making youth as vulnerable to criminal activities and society of state is affected.

Key objectives

- To supply profitable employment to the unemployed youth through the self-employment ventures.
- To check the current outline of unemployment in India.
- To put forward the government opening move for curtailing unemployment.
- To propose procedure to bring down unemployment.

Review of Literature

Growing threat of unemployment in India:

- One of the significant social issues in India is unemployment. As the Indian work regulations are resolute and prohibitive, and its framework is poor,
which is really the principle justification behind India’s joblessness circumstance, as per the Economist.

- As of September 2018, as indicated by the Indian Government, India had 31 million jobless individuals.

Reasons for unemployment:

- Quick development of population and decline in job opportunities: Population is increasing step by step at a fast rate, but the work opportunities are much less as compared to the requirements. So, people who require a job outnumber the job places.
- Underdevelopment of the economy: The underdeveloped economy is one, which has a slow per capita income, high pace of population growth, dependence on backward farming, and so on as compared with developed economy.
- Slow growth inside the agricultural zone: This is due to the fact most Indian farmers, being poor, use old implements and technology and not efficient to use modern technology and costly inputs. This results in low levels of incomes, which in turn means low savings and low ranges of reinvestments.
- Defective system of education: There are limited number of schools, buildings, teachers, and almost obsolete equipment. Consistently, many students are rejected admission to the schools and universities. The issue of not having jobs among the educated ones has assumed serious proportions.
- Lack of labor planning: Balance between the demand and supply of human resources. Imbalance between the demand and supply of HR.
- Inappropriate technology: Necessity is the mother of invention’ and since in the previous period, individuals were happy with their straightforward agro-based way of life, they didn’t feel the requirement for advancement and development. Thus, lagged behind in scientific advancements.
- Slow development of industrial sector: Poor Capital Formation: Poor pace of capital of arrangement is thought of as one of the major constraints which has been liable for slowpace of industrial growth in India.
- Immobility of labor: Due to diversity in India various reasons like language, customs, tastes and so forth. Lack of communication, indebtedness, transport all plays a role in the joblessness of youth.
As shown in figure, different states of India having different unemployment rate. This shows the diversity of India and different opportunities offering by India to youth. No government can give equal opportunity to youth it depends mainly on their skills set and how updated they are in terms of technology and trend like artificial intelligence.

**Unemployment as a social problem**

An individual loses his identity status and personal worthiness. Lack of unemployment leads to poverty. Poverty results in ill health and debts to overcome this poverty people started to do illegal activities like drug dealing robbery kidnapping for earning of money in shortcut. The youth which is a key role in developing nation building involving these illegal activities against the law of nation not only affects economy but also criminal activities in state affecting the harmony and peace of the society.

**Methodology**

Above research is done for intentionally to inform about unemployment rate and the problems occurred due to unemployment effecting to youth of India. Method used for collecting the information is online questionnaire. Choosing the online questionnaire because of taking the current scenario (covid) and also questionnaire helps to collect aqua rate responses for exploration of issue.

**Data Interpretation**
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1. Reasons of unemployment, according to you:
   - Littery: 57.7%
   - Government: 11.5%
   - Conditions of school: 30.8%
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2. What is unemployment, according to you?
   - An individual not working: 57.7%
   - An individual working but not at suitable salary: 11.5%
   - All of the above: 30.8%
3. Which unemployment is most popular:
26 responses

4. Who are mostly unemployed:
26 responses

5. Who should be held responsible for large scale unemployment:
26 responses

6. What should be done to eradicate unemployment:
26 responses
7. What is more important:
   26 responses
   - Guiding people to get employment: 76.9%
   - Guiding people to get education: 15.4%
   - Both: 7.7%

8. Why people stay unemployed:
   25 responses
   - They're not motivated: 72%
   - They like to stay unemployed because they're lazy: 16%
   - They're not guided: 12%

9. Do you think the GDP directly relates to employment status?
   26 responses
   - Yes: 96.2%
   - No: 3.8%

10. The unemployment is high in the recent times or it was even higher in medieval times, what do you think?
    25 responses
    - Today: 48%
    - Medieval times: 44%
    - Both: 8%
11. What do you think, unemployed people are not good in any field or they can be really talented?
26 responses

13. Does population effect unemployment?
26 responses

14. Do giving subsidies for new start-ups help with unemployment?
26 responses

15. Small scale industries also contribute in providing employment?
26 responses
Conclusion

In present era, the unemployment challenge is a complex and complicated one. Especially states like India with high youth population of the world, unemployment not only affect the economy of the state but also make youth to face depression and make them lazy without contribution of them in national building. A unskilled literate is equal to Illiterate. so, the education system of India has to be inculcate the skillset and more practical approach in finding the jobs. Startups also a great idea to tackle the unemployment but there are non-reliable because of their success ratio so government should support these startups and fund them.
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